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Please use the following narrative outline: 
 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES  
The purpose of this certificate is to provide to students the fundamentals for entry-level 
positions within the fields of Graphic Design, or Graphic Communication, and/or provide the 
foundation for articulation into a four-year Graphic Design Program. 
 
History: 
The small (under 18 units) Graphics program was designed & implemented in 2007. The 6 
courses required for completion of this Certificate of Specialization were not curriculum 
written specifically for this program, but already existed inside of the AA-Studio Art (In 2007 
this program was called AA 2-Dimensional Art.) The Graphics program was created to give 
students a specific skill set for entry-level work in graphics related employment. The Art 
Department was encouraged by the administration to create this program in order to 
qualify for CTEA funding. Guyla Amyx, department chair, wrote the first CPPR for Graphics in 
February 2010. 
 
The Art Department offered its first digital course, Art 93C, featuring Photoshop in fall 1997. 
At that point we were in a small five-station lab, but were anticipating having a full 
computer lab with our new building that was in the planning stages.  At that time we had a 
broad vision for our “Media Arts” program. In the fall of 1999 Art 93C became Art 18B, and 
was renumbered as Art 156 in September 2000.  This course, currently Art 256 “Adobe 
Photoshop: Art, Design, and Photography”, has been taught continuously since fall 1997, 
and is one of six courses in the Graphic Design area. 
 
In 2002, our new state of the art digital lab was completed and we added our first full-time 
hire exclusively devoted to digital media, Peet Cocke.  Part-time faculty Roger Lee, hired fall 
2006, and Patty Arnold, hired spring 2006, are consistently loaded with two 3-unit 
lecture/lab classes each semester. Patty has been instrumental in developing the Graphic 
Design aspect of our program.  Part-time faculty member Kim Snyder was newly hired in 
2012 to teach classes vacated by Peet Cocke who is taking a one-year leave of absence 
(2012-13) while he pursues a Master’s degree in Drama.  An MOU for lead faculty assistance 
has enabled Patty Arnold to cover some of the responsibilities of a full-time faculty member 
in Peet Cocke’s absence.  She is assisting with the CPPR for 2013, working on Program 
Assessment for the Graphic’s Certificate, helping to manage the digital lab by acting as a 



liaison with computer services, ordering materials, documenting student material usage, 
and other duties as they arise. 
 
In fall of 2011 it became clear that the current Certificate of Specialization in Graphics was 
not meeting the needs of our students or department.  At only 17-units it does not show up 
on students’ transcripts and no longer qualifies for CETA funding.  In response to this 
realization, and awareness that our Graphic Design/Digital program was not as effective as 
it could be, full-time studio faculty members created a workgroup in the spring of 2011 to 
support the full-time instructor in managing the program. The group worked with the dean 
and computer services to centralize funding for software, created a model for sustainable 
funding, and launched an A.A. Graphic Design degree from the existing courses within the 
A.A. Art Studio Degree.   
 
The degree was approved at the local level at the March 2012 curriculum committee 
meeting, however we were not able to move forward to the Chancellor’s office while the 
college was on “show cause” for accreditation.  An AA-T in Graphic Design is in the works. 
Next year we will evaluate whether we will continue pursuing the pending Graphic Design 
degree or will only complete the AA-T in Graphic Design.  Our program will be further 
impacted by the loss of three courses in the elective area of our proposed degree. These 
courses were among five that were deactivated during Cuesta College’s program 
elimination process this year when the Digital Art aspect of our Fine Arts program was 
eliminated. 
 
Through program and course reviews all Graphic Design faculty participated in the evaluation of 
our courses and programs.  Division chair Margaret Korisheli and lead faculty Patty Arnold reviewed 
the program and course assessments as well as the CPPR and Annual Program Planning Worksheet 
from past years. A list of Program Objectives was created based on the assessment of institutional 
data on enrollment, retention, and course and degree completion, on the awareness that a new 
AA-T Graphic Design degree is forthcoming, and on research into vocational opportunities for 
students who have studied graphic design. Our work was then brought back to faculty for 
discussion and input.  
 

Program Objectives:  

In support of the College’s and Program’s mission the Graphic Design program will: 
 

1. Complete an AA degree in Graphic Design   
 
The current certificate has too few units to adequately prepare students for transfer.  We plan 
to complete an AA-T in Graphic design soon after the degree is finalized at the state level.  In 
consultation with the dean, we will evaluate the need for additional degrees in this area. 
 

2. Evaluate the need for a more robust Graphic Design Certificate 
 
After reviewing the AA-T Graphic Design, we will assess the need for a certificate for students 
who plan to move directly into careers requiring graphic design skills. Areas we will be 
addressing are the actual courses in the certificate program and their sequencing along with 
how this will serve the workforce. 
 



3. Establish articulation agreements with one or more four-year colleges for our graphics 
courses 
 
Articulation agreements directly benefit students after transfer and make our program more 
attractive to potential students. 
 

4. Evaluate the viability of our Certificate of Specialization in Graphics 
 
Our Art 221, Beginning Drawing, has been changed from a variable 2-3 unit course to a 3-unit 
course (effective fall 2013) to align with C-id curriculum and meet the requirements of our 
department’s new ADTs in Art History and Studio Art.  This pushes our certificate over the 
maximum 17-units for a Certificate of Specialization.  We will need to deactivate the certificate, 
rewrite it as Certificate of Achievement, or modify the certificate by eliminating or substituting 
a course.  
 

5. Increase the percentage of students that complete the Graphics certificate and/or the new 
AA-T Graphic Design degree 
 
In alignment with institutional objectives we support increasing certificate and degree earners 
(please see section II).  Future assessment will determine whether we retain the Certificate of 
specialization in Graphics. 
 

6. Create a high school outreach program  

If institutional stipend support is available, we would like to have instructors visit local high 
schools to meet with their faculty and give presentations to students about our program.  In 
addition, we would like to establish articulation agreements for specific introductory level 
classes. 

 
Program Outcomes:  

 

1.  Define and apply visual elements and principles of design 

2.  Demonstrate an understanding of digital color space and basic color theory 

3.  Demonstrate the use of industry standard computer software employed in Graphic Design 
and Graphic Communication  

4.  Evaluate and Analyze graphic design and visual communication work 

5.  Design and prepare professional graphic design work 

 
 

 
II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS AND INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES  

 
The conceptual and visual challenges in the Graphics Certificate develop critical thinking as 
well as work skills involving time management, professionalism and expertise using a variety 
of software programs in use by many industries.  Group critiques in the classes teach 
students to appreciate and articulate diverse points of view.  Media presentations by 



instructors and exhibitions in our main gallery and student gallery teach students about a 
wide range of art by people of various cultural, socioeconomic, racial, and other diverse 
richness of experience. 
 
Institutional Goal 1: San Luis Obispo County Community College District will enhance its 
programs and services to promote student success in completing transfer requirements, 
degrees, certificates, and courses. 
 
Institutional Goal 1.1 Increase the percentage of transfer directed students who are 
transfer-prepared by 2% annually. 
Institutional Goal 1.2 Increase the percentage of degree or certificate directed students who 
complete degrees or certificates by 2% annually. 
 
 
The establishment of a new transfer degree in Graphic Design is one way we expect to 
increase the number of students who will be transfer-prepared and degree earners.  
 
The Fine Arts department has established several traditions to promote our degrees and 
certificate: (1) A reminder to faculty on Opening Day to take our degree and certificate 
handout to their first class session and make themselves available after class to talk to 
students.  (2) Our Fine Arts Review Day held every year. This year, our third event, Fine Arts 
faculty and Teri Sherman, a Cuesta counselor, were be on hand to assist students with 
questions regarding their course options, degree requirements, general transfer 
information etc. Students were also able to bring their work for review by faculty members.  
(3) Placing posters with Cuesta’s degree and certificate application dates and the 
department chair’s email, so students can set up an appointment to find our if they meet 
the requirements for a degree and/or certificate.  (4) This year the department chair, in an 
event organized by Student Services, will promote our programs at Morro Bay High School. 
  
Institutional Objective 2.1: Increase the capture rate of the local 24- 40 age cohort by 2% 
annually, and Institutional Objective 2.2a. and 2.2b: Increase the local high school capture rate 
by 2% annually 
 
The practical application of graphic design for jobs specific to graphic design and those in 
which graphics skill are a secondary, yet essential, part of the job make our program 
attractive to students of all ages that are looking to enter or re-enter the job market. In 
looking at Cuesta College's enrollment data, we find that the largest age group is 24 or less 
at 80.7% of the total. This would validate our goals to articulate with high schools and 
transfer colleges as these agreements will serve this target age group best. Under education 
goals, the category of students wishing to Obtain an associate degree and transfer to a 4-
year institution accounts for 40.1% while all the other categories list 18% or less.  The 
articulation agreements for classes coming in from high schools or going out to 4-year 
colleges and establishing a transfer degree will support this target group. 
 

Cuesta College Graphic Design Students—Job Market Review 
 
In looking at our students and the classes we offer in relation to preparation for the job market or 
transfers to 4-year schools, we find some interesting trends. 



 
The number of jobs that require graphic design skills has increased. These may not be listed as design 
jobs but may also be found as administrative assistants required to update the company website (a 
recent SLO real estate company hire), or typography skills may be needed for transportation, 
architectural and other types of planning positions that require presentation skills. 
 
There are a number of job market sectors, all of which require some level of graphic design skills, and 
this trend is growing. 

• Retail 
• Computers 
• Advertising 
• Broadcast Media 
• Publishing traditional and electronic 
• Film Industry 
• Information Technology 
• Commercial and Industrial Design 
• Game Design 
• Music and Entertainment 
• Commercial Printing 
• Retail  
• Healthcare and Medicine 
• Education 

 
Current data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (www.bls.gov) shows that office and administrative 
support was the largest occupational group, making up nearly 17 percent of total U.S. employment. 
The job skill set may include: design, web maintenance, and presentations, along with writing, and 
organizational skills. 
 
There is a large block of designers working as freelancers, contract workers, or special project hires 
rather than working for specific employers, making them difficult to track for statistical analysis. The 
special effects postproduction studios that support the motion picture industry often hire on a project 
basis, as do animation studios. 
 
In reviewing the Bureau statistics specifically for the graphics field there are several large categories 
under ARTS AND DESIGN: 
 
Art Directors—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $80,630, entry-level education required was a 
Bachelor’s Degree and there were 73,900 jobs in the US and projected growth is 9% (slower than 
average). 
 
Craft and Fine Artists—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $43,510, entry-level education 
required was high school diploma and there were 56,900 jobs in the US and projected growth is 5% 
(slower than average). 
 
Graphic Designers—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $43,500, entry-level education required 
was a Bachelor’s Degree and there were 279,200 jobs in the US. Also noteworthy as that the job 
outlook for this field from 2010-2010 shows a 13% growth (or fast as average) 
 

http://www.bls.gov/


Industrial Designers—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $58,230, entry-level education required 
was a Bachelor’s Degree and there were 4,800 jobs in the US and projected growth is 10% (fast as 
average). 
 
Multimedia Artists and Animators—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $58,510, entry-level 
education required was a Bachelor’s Degree and there were 66,500 jobs in the US and projected 
growth is 8% (slower than average). This is also a global market in particular Europe, Iceland, and 
Australia listing a number of development firms for film, game, and media designers. 
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/multimedia-artists-and-animators.htm 
 
Set and Exhibit Designers—(2010 data) the annual median pay was $46,680, entry-level education 
required was a Bachelor’s Degree and there were 11,700 jobs in the US and projected growth is 10% 
(fast as average). 
 

Note: We have excluded 3 categories from this review, as the curriculum for these job sectors is 
not something we offer in the graphic design program—Fashion Design, Floral Design and 
Interior Design. 

 
What we can glean from this information is that of the 6 categories listed: the field of Graphic Design 
has 4 times the number of jobs in relation to the next highest occupation of Art Direction which is the 
higher level management aspect of Graphic design. All design jobs also require Bachelor’s degrees for 
entry level with crafts and fine arts the only category that only lists a high school diploma for entry 
level. 
 
From the BLS site, the job outlook is assessed as follows: 
 

Employment of graphic designers is expected to increase by 13 percent from 2010 to 2020, 
about as fast as the average for all occupations. 

Employment of graphic designers in printing and publishing is expected to increase by 2 percent 
and decline by 4 percent respectively, during the projection period. However, as shown in the 
table below, employment for graphic designers in computer systems design and related 
services is expected to grow by 61 percent over the same period. 
 
Computer systems design and related services 61% 
Specialized design services 27 
Advertising, public relations, and related services 17 
Printing and related support activities 2 
Publishing industries (except Internet) -4 

 

With the increased use of the Internet, designers will be needed to create designs and images 
for portable devices, websites, electronic publications, and video entertainment media. 

Graphic designers will take on increasingly important roles in the marketing of products. For 
example, graphic designers working in advertising or for computer design firms may influence 
the design of websites and publications. Designers will work with advertising and marketing 
staff to create graphics for websites, mobile phones, and other technology. 

 



In reviewing the geographic employment locations for Graphic Designers we find that as of May 2011 
California is number one in the nation followed by New York, Texas, Florida and Illinois. Looking at the 
metropolitan areas with the highest concentration of graphic design jobs we find Los Angeles, Long 
Beach and Glendale in first position followed by San Francisco, San Mateo, Redwood City and then 
Santa Barbara, Santa Maria and Goleta.  
 
Reviewing the geographic employment locations for Multimedia artists we again find that as of May 
2011 California is number one in the nation followed by New York, Washington, Texas and Illinois. 
Looking at the metropolitan areas with the highest concentration of multimedia jobs we find Los 
Angeles, Long Beach and Glendale in first position followed by San Francisco, San Mateo, Redwood 
City. 
 
Cuesta College is in the ideal geographic position to service all three of these metropolitan areas: 
Southern California, the Bay Area and Santa Barbara. California is the state listing the most jobs in the 
field. 
 
Last, the Bureau notes that  
Some individuals with a background in graphic design teach in design schools, colleges, and universities. 
 
We have not included the profile information for post secondary teachers as that involves advanced 
degrees post bachelor’s; it is not a typical area for a community college to support, but in a recent 
article in the San Francisco Chronicle the headline from the business section stated that “New Report: 
As Academy of Art University Continues to Successfully Prepare Students for the 21st Century 
Innovation Economy, Economic Impact of University in the Bay Area Grows Stronger”. The Academy of 
Art is now the largest private school of art and design in the country and in 2012 generated an 
economic impact of $369 million in San Francisco and $579 million in the Bay Area.  
 
According to this study not only is the Academy fueling the economy by creating a skilled creative 
workforce, but as a Bay Area employer they increased their own job force by 14.2% making them one 
of the largest employers in San Francisco. 
 
 
Citations: 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, Art 
Directors,  on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/art-directors.htm (visited January 06, 
2013). 
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, Craft and 
Fine Artists,  on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/craft-and-fine-artists.htm (visited 
January 06, 2013). 
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, Graphic 
Designers,  on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/graphic-designers.htm (visited January 06, 
2013). 
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, Industrial 
Designers,  on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/industrial-designers.htm (visited January 
06, 2013). 
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, 
Multimedia Artists and Animators,  on the Int ernet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/multimedia-
artists-and-animators.htm (visited January 06, 2013). 

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/art-directors.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/craft-and-fine-artists.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/graphic-designers.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/industrial-designers.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/multimedia-artists-and-animators.htm
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/multimedia-artists-and-animators.htm


 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 Edition, Set and 
Exhibit Designers,  on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/set-and-exhibit-designers.htm 
(visited January 06, 2013). 
 
San Francisco Chronicle /SF Gate–Business Section Tuesday, December 4, 2012 
http://www.sfgate.com/default/article/New-Report-As-Academy-of-Art-University-4090165.php 

 
 

 
III. PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS 

 
The 2011-12 data for the six required courses in the Certificate of Specialization in Graphics, 
Art: 220, 221, 229, 253, 258, 259, 266,  
 
Fill rate: 94.6% 
 
Success 69% 
 
Retention: 77.7% 
 
Fall 2012 fill rates for the Graphics courses within the certificate were 94.4%-100%, and for 
spring 2013 were 88.9%-127.8%.  Success and fill rate are yet available for fall 2012.  
 
In reviewing the statistics on majors at Cuesta College in the 2012 Program Review and 
looking at the top 5, we were delighted to see that the second highest category for 2011-
2012 after General Education (20.2%) is AA Art Studio at 6.6%. Third place is the 
Intersegmental GE Transfers at 4.8%. Fourth highest is AA Arts & Humanities tied with the 
AA Nursing program at 3.8%, These are the top 5 declared majors and the art department is 
number two and may also be part of categories 3 and 4. 
 
Compared to the whole college the fill rate is extremely high, success rate is slightly below 
average, and the retention rate is average.  One major problem with success rate in the 
Graphics Certificate is the current lack of a way to check for prerequisites resulting in 
students enrolling in courses without adequate computer experience. We also lose a few 
students to actual jobs.   
 
Institutional Research lists our certificate completion as an abysmal two.  This surprises the 
department given the high number of students that express interest in this certificate.  In a 
survey given to 106 students in our fall 2012 art history classes, 15 students indentified 
themselves as Graphic Design majors. 
 
There are a couple of issues we will be addressing which will improve both our retention 
and certificate completion. First, we have reviewed all our course prerequisites and made 
appropriate adjustments to our classes. The prerequisites will be enforced in Fall 2013. We 
want students to have the correct skill set for their classes in order to get the most from 
their class experience and this will help with our retention. 
 

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/arts-and-design/set-and-exhibit-designers.htm


Second, we are looking at our courses in relation to articulation agreements. If a number of 
our courses only transfer as electives then, the certificate program and AA degree are not as 
valuable to outgoing students. Our goal is to review our courses and establish agreements 
so that our classes will transfer for credit into a 4-year graphic design program. We are also 
looking to establish a transfer degree for the program to motivate more students to obtain 
the certificate or degree. 
 
Third, by establishing a formal outreach program to local high schools, we can offer 
presentations about our offerings and successes. This will enhance the desirability for 
students to enter the program and if we can offer articulation agreements for the 
introduction classes, these new students will have an advantage of meeting the 
prerequisites for a number of classes, giving them a head start.  However, the realization of 
college and high school articulation agreements is only possible with a full-time faculty who 
is willing do the work or a part-time faculty who is willing and financially compensated to do 
the work. 

 
IV. CURRICULUM REVIEW 

 
Courses in Certificate of Specialization in Graphics: 

1. Art 220 2-Dimensional Design  
 

2. Art 221 Beginning Drawing  
 

3. Art 255 Adobe Illustrator, Art Design and Illustration 
 

4. Art 256 Adobe Photoshop, Art, Design and Photography 
 

5. Art 266 Graphic Design 
 

6. Art 258 InDesign: Art Design, and Photography* 
 

7. Art 259 Dreamweaver: Art Design, and Interactivity* 
 

(*Students may choose either Art 258 or Art 259 as fulfillment of their required courses for the 
certificate.) 
 
Course revisions: 
 
In the last five years all curriculum for the courses in the Graphics certificate has been reviewed and revised as 
needed.  Textbook updates were made in all courses.  Prerequisites and/or advisories were changed if 
warranted. 
 
A major revision in 2011 to the Graphic Design course (Art 266) included:  

• adding a Photoshop or Illustrator prerequisite,  
• updating outcomes, objectives and assignments, and  
• removing the variability in units to ensure a robust completeness of the outcomes and 

objectives.   
 



Our Illustrator (Art 255) and Photoshop (Art 256) courses were rewritten as variable 1-3 units.  The 3-
unit courses offer greater transfer and articulation potential.  Art 255 and Art 256 were also submitted 
with a distance education component.  Art 220 and Art 221 underwent major revisions to update 
content and format (changes effective fall 2013). 
 
Certificate changes: 
 
In fall 2012 changes to the Graphics certificate were made to reflect recent changes in curriculum.  Art 
253: Digital Art was dropped because it is undergoing a major revision as a course for Studio Art 
majors.  Art 255: Illustrator and Art 256: Photoshop, two courses that give students more in-depth 
knowledge of the applications were deemed more appropriate for the certificate. Art 229: Color, 
although highly valuable for a graphic artist, had to be dropped to keep the certificate at 17 units. 

 
Curriculum Review Guide and Worksheets are attached. 
 
V. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS NARRATIVE 

 

A. Summarize assessment results for program-level Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): 

  
Program assessment has shown that students are meeting our outcomes.  We need to continue 
to explore ways to increase our pool of students used for assessment.  Please see attached 
CPAS. 

 

B. Please see attachment for how course-level SLOs connect to program-level SLOs.   

C. Describe improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment: 

One benefit of this assessment process is coordination of efforts by the adjunct faculty to cover 
the curriculum in a consistent manner. While each faculty member brings unique talents, the 
students are receiving the instruction outlined in the outcomes and objectives. 

This process also provides a check in for faculty to see, change, drop, or add components in a 
rapidly changing industry. This helps our program to stay on track meeting the needs of the 
workforce.  As a result of faculty discussion, in 2012 we prioritized the purchased of four new 
computers for the open lab (7108) that supports Graphic Design and Fine Arts students for in- 
and out-of-class assignments. 

 

D. Describe ongoing and future planned improvements based on SLO assessment: 

Staying up to date with software and hardware needs are a part of the future planning process 
and linked to the assessments. We are reviewing our current and long-range needs and 
budgeting for equipment upgrades that will handle the new software releases.  We are 
committed to an affordable and sustainable equipment replacement cycle. 

 

E. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of SLOs: 

Graphic Design is a technology-based program.  Completion of all SLOs require a functioning lab 
with relatively up-to-date software.  Faculty are working in consultation with the dean and 



computer services to keep the lab functioning, install updates as needed, and replace 
computers and other technology in planned cycles. 

 

VI. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES/ASSESSMENTS  
In reviewing course level SLOs we are finding that we can do a better job of educating 
faculty on linking assessment to needs in the discipline.  Mainly it is a matter of getting the 
faculty to understand that someone reading a CPAS is not necessarily an art instructor, so 
the link between student success of an outcome and the need for something, such as 
replacement tablets, needs to be stated overly rather than assumed.  
 
SLOs are linked to our top ten-priority list in the unit plan and course CPASs are attached. 
 

VII. END NOTES (If Applicable) 
Graphic Design students take diverse directions upon leaving the program making it 
challenging to track them but we do have many wonderful successes. Students are finding 
freelance work in design, while they are still in school and we also get students who are 
currently employed by non-profits, wineries, dentist offices, real estate offices and so on, 
who find their jobs now require the design and software skills we offer. For example, an 
administrative assistant position now requires web design skills. We lost one student this 
semester before completing the course as she was offered a position with CalTrans in 
Redding as a transportation planner. She was enrolled in Art 268 Typography and a sent 
comment in a recent email “…Thank you for everything you taught me in class. I am excited 
to apply my newly acquired typography skills in creating some visually appealing planning 
documents!...” Yes, we lost Trina Blanchette before the semester ended, but to a very good 
job, where she will be applying her new skills. Last year, we lost Matthew Thompson early 
when he accepted the position of creative director with KSBY, a local television station. We 
would emphasize that he was a design student: web, graphics, and animation—not a 
broadcast journalism student. We have another student Leslie Stone, completing her MFA 
as well as working on freelance design projects for a local non-profit botanical garden.  One 
recent student, Patrick Robles took a single web design class, Fall semester 2012. He then 
started a small business using his site as a medium for fundraising and charitable giving. He 
just reported in January 2013 that he now has three website clients at $800 each and is 
excited about his next round of design classes. 
 
Our Graphic Design classes have created in-class projects for a local non-profit literacy 
organization with a display of their work at the main public library, created the logo and t-
shirt designs for the Cuesta College Surf Club and the logo and clothing designs for Cuesta’s 
Duende Dance company. 
 
In reviewing the 4-year institutions our students prefer for transfers, we find several that 
occur most often: Cal Poly is at the top with their Graphic Design Program and the GrC 
program for the more technology and media based design. Of the other state colleges San 
Jose, San Diego, Chico, and Sacramento are popular for design and the now the exploding 
industry of game design. In the private school sector our students have moved on to the 
Academy of Art-San Francisco, CCA-Oakland, and Ex’pression College of Digital Art 
(Emeryville/San Jose-game design and animation). 
 
 



 
 

Course or Program Assessment 
Summary   http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be 
stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Fine Arts Program:      Graphics  Date:       Spring 2012     
Courses in program, or course:  220, 221, 229, 253, 258, 259, 266  

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:   Margaret Korisheli, Marian Galczenski, Peet 
Cocke, Doug Highland, David Prochaska 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes X  No______  
   
1 Student Learning 

Outcome Statements  
□X Program 
    

Upon completion of the courses in Graphics Certificate, the students will be 
able to  
demonstrate the following skills and knowledge: 

 
Program SLOs for Graphics 
1. Define and apply visual elements and principles of design 
2. Demonstrate an understanding of digital color space and 
basic color   
    theory 
3. Demonstrate the use of industry standard computer 
software      
    employed in Graphic Design and Graphic Communication  
4. Evaluate and Analyze graphic design and visual 
communication work 
5. Design and prepare professional graphic design work 

 
2 Assessment Methods 

Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring 
rubrics, SLO mapping 
diagrams) 

Using a rubric with the Program SLOs, the full-time art studio faculty assess 
the electronic 
 portfolios and written statements of each student who successfully 
completes Art 293  
Portfolio Presentation. 

3 Assessment 
Administration Plan 
(date(s), sample size 
or selection of 
course sections, 
scoring procedures, 
etc.) 

Administered each spring semester for each graphics student who 
successfully completes  
Art 293 Portfolio Presentation. This course is a capstone exit class in which 
art students  
package and present their artwork. Students in Art 293 learn professional 
practices in art  
and explore the steps to moving from the community college to higher 
levels of art education  
and/or working and exhibiting in the art field.  

4 Assessment Results 
Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Program Outcomes Assessment: Spring 2012 
 
Full-time Fine Arts Studio faculty met to collectively assess the portfolios of 
eleven  

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


students who completed the Portfolio Presentation class in the fall of 2011, 
of these  
students six students are eligible for the Certificate of Specialization in 
Graphics.  
 
Summary analysis of the assessment: 
 

• Three student portfolios represent successful ability to meet all 5 
defined program  
outcomes, although the student’s ability to meet outcome number 
4 was below  
average. 

 
• Three of the portfolios are representative of an overall minimal 

ability to meet all  
five program outcomes. 

 
• Three of the portfolios assessed represented a minimal quantity of 

work. The portfolio instructor stated that fully half of the students 
in the Portfolio Presentation course  
were taking the course too early in their academic career, thus 
resulting in work that  
was underdeveloped or represented minimal ability. 

 
5 Discussion of 

Assessment 
Procedure and 
Results, and 
Effectiveness of 
Previous 
Improvement Plans  

• This certificate is not providing a robust enough foundation in the 
field.  

 
• Since there is no portfolio component specific to this certificate the 

portfolios 
 generated from the Portfolio Presentation course may not provide 
specific enough  
examples for a thorough assessment of the program 

 
• Although there were examples of written work, which showed 

improvement  
from the last assessment, the written work was not as extensive as 
what is needed 
 to fully assess outcome 4. 

 
Program improvements: 
 

• In Spring 2012 Fine Arts full-time studio instructors launched an A.A. 
Graphic Design  
degree from the existing courses within the A.A. Art Studio Degree.  
Documentation 
 for the Chancellor’s office is in the process of being compiled. 
 

• Art 293, Portfolio Presentation, and Art 266, Graphic Design, 



underwent major  
revisions  

 
Other considerations: 

 
• Enforce prerequisites, particularly for Graphic Design 
• Continue requests for personnel and financial support from the 

district, and link  
these requests to course and program SLOs. 

 
 
 

6 Recommended 
Changes & Plans for 
Implementation of 
Improvements 

Continue work on AA Graphic Design Degree in order to provide a more 
robust foundation  
and more complete and well-rounded academic experience for students 
entering the work  
force or transferring to a 4-year institution.  
 
To improve the written component: 
 

• Ask the Portfolio Presentation instructor to include an assignment to 
better  
demonstrate outcome #4 (Evaluate and Analyze graphic design and 
visual  
communication work). For instance, have students eligible for the 
C.S. Graphics  
analyze the visual communication work of a professional Graphic 
Designer. 

 
 

7 Description or 
evidence of dialog 
among course or 
program-level faculty 
about assessment 
plan and results  

Full-time faculty discussed the results of the Program assessment the May 
4th faculty meeting.  
 The discussion will continue and include part-time instructors at the 
Opening Day division 
 meeting when Fine Arts instructors separate into “Breakout” sessions by 
discipline after  
the general meeting.   
 
Improvements from 2011 assessment and analysis: 
 

Information about campus writing Labs made available to 
students. 

 
Students in the fall 2011 Portfolio Presentation class filled out a 
questionnaire 
 to help us track their areas of emphasis, specific art courses 
taken at Cuesta,  
and future degree and career plans.  

 



Program assessment and an analysis of economic indicators led 
to the  
development of an A.A. Graphic Design* from the existing 
courses within  
the A.A Art Studio Degree.  *(Pending approval) 
 
A LinkedIn site for Cuesta Fine Arts alumnae was created.  

 
 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to 
complete a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program 
mapping documents are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   

 
Course Assessment Summary 

Division:     Fine Arts    Program: Art Studio  Course(s): Art 220 Fundamentals of 2D Design    Date:  Fall 2011                                   
    Program Faculty: Marian Galczenski, Adrienne Allebe, Mary Renzi        
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Course 

 
1. Successfully apply the visual elements and principles of design to 
the 2 dimensional format. 
2. Use a variety of media and techniques. 
3. Identify and analyze design in artworks. 
4. Identify and analyze design in the world around them. 
 
 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(attach any assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

 
Considering capstone projects, critiques, sketchbooks, portfolios, 
and any other methods employed by the instructor, assess each of 
the Student Learning Outcomes for this course.  Please define any 
"other" method not specified. Please see attached assessment. 
 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan  
(date(s), sample size and 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

 
Using simple rubric completed by instructors, determine how many 
students successfully complete the outcomes. 

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (attach any 
Data/Statistical Reports) 
 

 
Survey Data Attached. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

-All outcomes are relevant for the course.   
-It was determined that students who completed course 
requirements achieved the course student learning outcomes. The 
students who did not complete the requirements or simply did not 
finish the class did not meet the outcomes. In one class section, 
students did not fully engage objective #4. We discussed various 
effective methodologies for sketchbook research. 
-It was noted that the recent technology upgrade of the media 
station in room 7106, which had been part of our division unit plan 
and funded through the Cuesta College Foundation, has created an 
optimum learning experience for our students. Also part of our unit 
plan, the very recent upgrade of four new iMacs in the student 
computer lab, room 7108, has allowed students greater access for 
research and creative studio work.  
 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa


6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 
 

It was decided that the tool was useful and valid, but that it could be 
improved by 1) adding "projects" to the list of methods and that 2) 
the options for recording assessment would include "does not meet 
outcome", "meets outcome", and "achieves a high level of 
proficiency". It was felt that this revision would reflect a more 
meaningful and accurate result. No changes were recommended for 
Outcomes. However, the curriculum does need to be updated to 
meet current curriculum standards and reflect more current design 
practices. 

 
 
 
 
 

    Course Assessment Summary 
    Division:     Fine Arts    Program:      A.A. Art Studio    Course(s):     Art 221    Date:    Spring 2012    

   Course Faculty:  David Prochaska, Marian Loomis, Richard Phipps, David Scott, Susan Shaw     
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Program 
x Course 

 
1. Create meaningful abstract, representational, and/or narrative images 
using a variety of basic drawing media and concepts 
2. Demonstrate the use of the abstract visual elements and principles of 
design in drawing 
3. Recognize the role of drawing in historical and contemporary art by 
analyzing and discussing class work and master art works utilizing the 
vocabulary common to all visual art 
4. Demonstrate the ability to verbally communicate basic perceptions and 
concepts of drawing in oral and written form 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(attach any assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Assessment tool attached 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan  
(date(s), sample size and 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Assessment took place Fall 2011 semester with 5 instructors assessing 8 
sections of Art 221 
Faculty formally assess each student’s capstone project for that course in 
a final group critique and/or meet one on one in a portfolio review 
interview to assess each student’s cumulative work, including the 
capstone project, portfolio review, and group critique.  

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (attach any 
Data/Statistical Reports) 
 

Assessment Data Attached 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

At the Spring 2012 opening day the faculty reviewed the data from the 
fall assessment.  
Faculty believed the assessment tool allowed them the opportunity to 
connect with other faculty teaching in the area of concentration. All 
agreed on the recommendation to bring in individual portfolios and 
capstone projects to review in a group assessment day. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 
 

No changes were suggested. 

 
 
 



Course Assessment Summary 
 

Division:     Fine Arts Program:      Art Studio Course(s):     Art 255          

Program Core/Required Courses:                      

Program Faculty: Patty Arnold, Peet Cocke and Roger Lee        
   
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Course 

Successfully apply basic illustration software operations 
Apply and integrate basic drawing and observational techniques 
Apply the visual elements and principles of design to the two- 
dimensional format. 
Identify and analyze mixed media and digital design in historical 
and contemporary artworks. 
. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(attach any assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Using individual projects and critiques to assess each of the Student 
Learning Outcomes and course objectives.  Please see attached 
assessment. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan  
(date(s), sample size and 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Using simple rubric completed by instructors, determine how many 
students successfully complete the outcomes. 

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (attach any 
Data/Statistical Reports) 
 

Survey Data Attached 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

All outcomes are relevant for the course and students are successful in 
meeting the outcomes 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 
 

No changes recommended for outcomes or curriculum.  This course 
was recently revised and a D.E. modality was added. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Course Assessment Summary 
 

Division:     Fine Arts Program:      Art Studio Course(s):     Art 256          

Program Core/Required Courses:                      



Program Faculty: Patty Arnold, Peet Cocke and Roger Lee        
   
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Course 

Successfully apply basic photographic editing software 
operations 
Apply and integrate basic photographic and observational 
techniques 
Apply the visual elements and principles of design to the two-
dimensional format 
Identify and analyze mixed media and digital design in historical 
and contemporary artworks. 
. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(attach any assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Using individual projects, critiques, and sketchbooks assess each of the 
Student Learning Outcomes and course objectives.  Please see 
attached assessment. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan  
(date(s), sample size and 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Using simple rubric completed by instructors, determine how many 
students successfully complete the outcomes. 

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (attach any 
Data/Statistical Reports) 
 

Survey Data Attached 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

All outcomes are relevant for the course and students are successful in 
meeting the outcomes. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 
 

No changes recommended for outcomes or curriculum. This course 
was recently revised and a D.E. modality was added. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Course or Program Assessment 
Summary   http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this document be 
stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division:     Fine Arts Program:      Art Studio  Date:       Spring 2012     
Courses in program, or course: Art 258 InDesign  

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:   Patty Arnold, Peet Cocke and Roger Lee 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed  Yes X  No______  
   
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Program 
x Course 

Successfully apply basic publication design software operations 
and combine text and images with basic design competency 
using the elements and principles of design 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Using capstone projects, critiques, sketchbooks, and problem-solving 
projects assess each of the Student Learning Outcomes and course 
objectives. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Using simple rubric completed by instructors, determine how many 
students successfully complete the outcomes. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Survey Data Attached 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

All outcomes are relevant for the course.  Recent funding and support 
will result in an upgrade of the computers in the lab in order to run the 
current version of the Adobe Creative Suite and video software.  

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

No changes recommended for outcomes or curriculum 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

Faculty meeting for digital/graphics design faculty, Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program needs to 
complete a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS and program 
mapping documents are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
 
 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Course Assessment Summary 
 

Division:     Fine Arts Program:      Art Studio Course(s):     Art 266          

Program Core/Required Courses:                      

Program Faculty: Patty Arnold, Peet Cocke and Roger Lee        
   
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  
□ Course 

Successfully demonstrate their knowledge of basic design 
principles and elements of visual communication 
Prepare professional quality graphic design work. 
. 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(attach any assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

Using individual projects and sketchbooks assess each of the Student 
Learning Outcomes and course objectives.  Please see attached 
assessment. 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan  
(date(s), sample size and 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Using simple rubric completed by instructors, determine how many 
students successfully complete the outcomes. 

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (attach any 
Data/Statistical Reports) 
 

Survey Data Attached 
 
All students successfully met the outcomes. 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

All outcomes are relevant for the course.  Recent funding and support 
will result in an upgrade of the computers in the lab in order to run the 
current version of the Adobe Creative Suite and video software.  
 
Revisions were made to the Graphic Design course (Art 266) to include 
a Photoshop or Illustrator prerequisite and the variability in units was 
removed to ensure a robust completeness of the outcomes and 
objectives.  

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 
 

No changes recommended for outcomes or curriculum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COURSE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES CONNECTION TO PROGRAM OUTCOMES: 
Graphics Certificate of Specialization 



 
Art 220 
Upon completion of Art 220 the students should be able to:  
Successfully apply the visual elements and principles of Design to the two- dimensional format, use a 
variety of media and techniques, and identify and analyze design in artworks and the world around 
them. 
  Program Outcomes #1, 3, 4, 5 
 
Art 221 
Upon completion of Art 221 the student should be able to: 
Successfully apply the basic elements and principles of design to a variety of drawing media and 
processes, with an awareness of historical and contemporary context.  
  Program Outcomes #1, 3, 4 
 
Art 255 
Upon completion of Art 255 the students should be able to:  
Successfully apply basic illustration software operations, integrating basic drawing and observational 
techniques, and apply the visual elements and principles of design to the two- dimensional format. 
  Program Outcomes #1, 3, 5 
 
Art 256 
Upon completion of Art 256 the students should be able to:  
Successfully apply basic photographic editing software operations, integrating basic photographic and 
observational techniques, and apply the visual elements and principles of design to the two-
dimensional format while identifying and analyzing mixed media and digital design in historical and 
contemporary artworks. 
  Program Outcomes #1, 3, 5 
 
Art 258 
Upon completion of Art 258 the students should be able to:  
Successfully apply basic publication design software operations and combine text and images with 
basic design competency using the elements and principles of design. 
  Program Outcomes #1, 3, 4, 5 
or 
Art 259  
Upon completion of Art 259 the students should be able to:  
Successfully apply basic web design software operations 
Combine text, images, and interactivity with basic design competency 
Apply the visual elements and principles of design 

Program Outcomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
 
Art 266 
Upon completion of Art 266 the students should be able to:  
Successfully demonstrate their knowledge of basic design principles and elements of visual 
communication and prepare professional quality graphic design work. 
  Program Outcomes #1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
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Instructional Programs:  All full-time faculty in the program must sign this form.  If needed, provide 
an extra signature line for each additional full-time faculty member in the program.  If there are no 
full-time faculty associated with the program, then the part-time faculty in the program should sign.  
If applicable, please indicate lead faculty member for program after printing his/her name. 

Student Services and Administrative Services Programs:  All full-time director(s), managers, faculty 
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DEAN’S ANALYSIS OF COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING & REVIEW (CPPR) 

Program:        Planning Year:        Last Year CPPR Completed:        
 

Unit:        Cluster:        
 
A. CPPR Pre-Meeting 

It is strongly recommended that the Dean meet with the Division Chair, and the program faculty 
involved in preparing the CPPR prior to the completion of the review documents.  The discussion 
should include an overview of the CPPR template and the Dean’s expectations of what should be 
considered and focused on when developing the CPPR.  
 
If a Pre-CPPR meeting occurred, please list those in attendance, when the meeting occurred and a 
summary of what was discussed. 

 
B. Narrative Analysis of CPPR Sections 

Please provide an analysis and comments of programmatic information for each of the CPPR 
sections below.  
 
1. General Information and Program Outcomes: 

 
2. Program Support of Institutional Goals and Objectives, and/or Operational Plans: 

 
3. Program Data Analysis and Program Specific Measurements:  

 
4. Curriculum Review: 

 

5. Program Outcomes, Assessments and Improvements (narrative):  
 

6. Student Learning Outcomes/Assessments (CPAS): 
 

7. Additional Comments: 
 

C. Commendations/Considerations: 
Please provide a list of commendations and considerations based on the CPPR.  
 
Commendations: 
Comments in this area summarize how the program has demonstrated its effectiveness. 
 
Considerations: 
Comments in this area constitute advice to help the program meet or surpass expectations for 
effectiveness. 

 
  



D. Applicable Signatures: 
 
 
 
    
Dean  Date 
 
 
    
Division Chair  Date 
 
 
    
Faculty  Date 
 
 
    
Faculty  Date 
 
 
 
The above-signed individuals have read and discussed this review.  The Division Chair and Faculty in the program involved in 
the preparation of the CPPR acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the Dean’s narrative analysis.  The signatures do not 
necessarily signify agreement. 
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